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Abstract. AspectJ™ is a simple and practical aspect-oriented extension to
Java™. With just a few new constructs, AspectJ provides support for modular
implementation of a range of crosscutting concerns. In AspectJ’s dynamic join
point model, join points are well-defined points in the execution of the
program; pointcuts are collections of join points; advice are special method-like
constructs that can be attached to pointcuts; and aspects are modular units of
crosscutting implementation, comprising pointcuts, advice, and ordinary Java
member declarations. AspectJ code is compiled into standard Java bytecode.
Simple extensions to existing Java development environments make it possible
to browse the crosscutting structure of aspects in the same kind of way as one
browses the inheritance structure of classes. Several examples show that
AspectJ is powerful, and that programs written using it are easy to understand.
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Introduction

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [14] has been proposed as a technique for
improving separation of concerns in software.1 AOP builds on previous technologies,
including procedural programming and object-oriented programming, that have
already made significant improvements in software modularity.
The central idea of AOP is that while the hierarchical modularity mechanisms of
object-oriented languages are extremely useful, they are inherently unable to
modularize all concerns of interest in complex systems. Instead, we believe that in the
1

When we say “separation of concerns” we mean the idea that it should be possible to work
with the design or implementation of a system in the natural units of concern – concept, goal,
team structure etc. – rather than in units imposed on us by the tools we are using. We would
like the modularity of a system to reflect the way “we want to think about it” rather than the
way the language or other tools force us to think about it. In software, Parnas is generally
credited with this idea [29, 30].

implementation of any complex system, there will be concerns that inherently
crosscut the natural modularity of the rest of the implementation.
AOP does for crosscutting concerns what OOP has done for object encapsulation
and inheritance—it provides language mechanisms that explicitly capture crosscutting
structure. This makes it possible to program crosscutting concerns in a modular way,
and achieve the usual benefits of improved modularity: simpler code that is easier to
develop and maintain, and that has greater potential for reuse. We call a wellmodularized crosscutting concern an aspect.2 An example of how such an aspect
crosscuts classes is shown in Figure 1.
AspectJ is a simple and practical aspect-oriented extension to Java. This paper
presents an overview of AspectJ, including a number of core language features, the
basic compilation strategy, the development environment support, and several
examples of how AspectJ can be used.3 The examples show that using AspectJ we can
code, in clear form, crosscutting concerns that would otherwise lead to tangled code.
The main elements of the language design are now fairly stable, but the AspectJ
project is not nearly finished. We continue fine-tuning parts of the language, building
a third-generation compiler, expanding the integrated development environment
(IDE) support, extending the documentation and training material, and building up the
user community. We plan to work with that user community to empirically study the
practical value of AOP.
The next section describes the basic assumptions behind the AspectJ language
design. Section 3 presents the core language. Section 4 outlines the compiler.
Section 5 describes the AspectJ-aware tool extensions we have developed. Section 6
shows that AspectJ can capture crosscutting structure in elegant and easy to
understand ways. We conclude with a discussion of related and future work. As an
overview, detailed design rationale and detailed compiler and tool implementation
issues are outside the scope of this paper.

2

Basic Design Assumptions

AspectJ is the basis for an empirical assessment of aspect-oriented programming. We
want to know what happens when a real user community uses an AOP language.
What kinds of aspects do they write? Can they understand each other’s code? What
kinds of idioms and patterns emerge? What kinds of style guidelines do they
develop? How effectively can they work with crosscutting modularity? And, above
all, do they develop code that is more modular, more reusable, and easier to develop
and maintain?
Because these are our goals, designing and implementing AspectJ is really just part
of the project. We must also develop and support a substantial user community. To
2

AOP support can be added to languages that are not object-oriented. The key property of an
AOP language is that it provides crosscutting modularity mechanisms. So when we add AOP
to an OO language, we add constructs that crosscut the hierarchical modularity of OO
programs. If we add AOP to a procedural language, we must add constructs that crosscut the
block structure of procedural programs [4, 6].
3 This paper is written to correspond with AspectJ version 0.8.

make this possible, we have chosen to design AspectJ as a compatible extension to
Java so that it will facilitate adoption by current Java programmers. By compatible we
mean four things:
• Upward compatibility — all legal Java programs must be legal AspectJ programs.
• Platform compatibility — all legal AspectJ programs must run on standard Java
virtual machines.
• Tool compatibility — it must be possible to extend existing tools to support
AspectJ in a natural way; this includes IDEs, documentation tools, and design
tools.
• Programmer compatibility — Programming with AspectJ must feel like a natural
extension of programming with Java.
The programmer compatibility goal has been responsible for much of the feel of the
language. Whereas our previous AOP languages were domain-specific, AspectJ is a
general-purpose language like Java. AspectJ also has a more Java-like balance
between declarative and imperative constructs. AspectJ is statically typed, and uses
Java’s static type system. In AspectJ programs we use classes for traditional class-like
modularity structure, and then use aspects for concerns that crosscut the class
structure.
There are several potentially valuable AOP research goals that AspectJ is not
intended to meet. It is not intended to be a “clean-room” incarnation of AOP ideas, a
formal AOP calculus or an aggressive effort to explore the AOP language space.
Instead, AspectJ is intended to be a practical AOP language that provides, in a Java
compatible package, a solid and well-worked-out set of AOP features.

3

The Language

AspectJ extends Java with support for two kinds of crosscutting implementation. The
first makes it possible to define additional implementation to run at certain welldefined points in the execution of the program. We call this the dynamic crosscutting
mechanism. The second makes it possible to define new operations on existing types.
We call this static crosscutting because it affects the static type signature of the
program. This paper only presents dynamic crosscutting.
Dynamic crosscutting in AspectJ is based on a small but powerful set of constructs.
Join points are well-defined points in the execution of the program; pointcuts are a
means of referring to collections of join points and certain values at those join points;
advice are method-like constructs used to define additional behavior at join points;
and aspects are units of modular crosscutting implementation, composed of pointcuts,
advice, and ordinary Java member declarations.
This section of the paper presents the main elements of the dynamic crosscutting
support in the language. The presentation is informal and example-based.
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getX(): int
getY(): int
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setY(int)
incrXY(int, int)
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incrXY(int, int)

MoveTracking

Fig. 1. UML description of a simple figure editor. The box labeled “MoveTracking” shows an
aspect that crosscuts methods in the Point and Line classes. This aspect is discussed in detail in
Section 3

3.1 Join Point Model
The join point model is a critical element in the design of any aspect-oriented
language mechanism. This model provides the common frame of reference that makes
it possible for execution of a program’s aspect and non-aspect code to be properly
coordinated.
In previous work, we have used several different kinds of join point model,
including primitive application nodes in a dataflow graph [13, 18, 23, 27] and method
bodies [27, 28]. Early versions of AspectJ used a model in which the join points were
principled places in the source code.
The dynamic crosscutting elements of AspectJ are now based on a model in which
join points are certain well-defined points in the execution of the program. This model
gives us important additional expressive power, discussed in Section 3.9. In this
model join points can be considered as nodes in a simple runtime object call graph.
These nodes include points at which an object receives a method call and points at
which a field of an object is referenced. The edges are control flow relations between
the nodes. In this model control passes through each join point twice, once on the way
in to the sub-computation rooted at the join point, and once on the way back out.
We illustrate join points using a simple figure editor, the kernel of which is shown
in Figure 1, and which also serves as a running example. (Complete code from the
paper is at aspectj.org/doc/papers/ecoop2001.) Based on these classes, executing the
first three lines of code in Figure 2 builds the objects shown below. In this picture
large circles represent objects, square boxes represent methods and small numbered
circles represent join points. Executing the last line starts a computation that proceeds
through the join points labeled below. In each case the join point is first reached just
before the action described begins executing. Control passes back through the join
point when the action described returns.

Point pt1 = new Point(0, 0);
Point pt2 = new Point(4, 4);
Line ln1 = new Line(pt1, pt2);
ln1.incrXY(3, 6);
1

ln1
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Fig. 2. The first three lines of code build the objects shown as large circles below. The
rectangles represent methods.Executing the final line of code starts a computation that
includes the sequence of join points shown as small numbered circles.

1. A method call join point corresponding to the incrXY method being called on the
object ln1.
2. A method call reception join point at which ln1 receives the incrXY call.
3. A method execution join point at which the particular incrXY method defined in
the class Line begins executing.
4. A field get join point where the _p1 field of ln1 is read.
5. A method call join point at which the incrXY method is called on the object pt1.
...
8. A method call join point at which the getX method is called on the object pt1.
...
11. A field get join point where the _x field of point pt1 is read.
Control returns back through join points 11, 10, 9 and 8.
12. A method call join point at which the setX method is called on p1.
… and so on, until control finally returns back through 3, 2 and 1
The different kinds of join points provided by AspectJ are shown in Table 1. Note
that while AspectJ defines a number of kinds of join points, only a few kinds suffice
for many programs, and all kinds of join points behave the same with respect to other

Table 1. The dynamic join points of AspectJ. Join points marked with * are not used in further
examples in this paper.

kind of join point

points in the program execution at which…

method call
constructor call*

a method (or a constructor of a class) is called.
Call join points are in the calling object, or in
no object if the call is from a static method.
an object receives a method or constructor call.
Reception join points are before method or
constructor dispatch, i.e. they happen inside the
called object, at a point in the control flow after
control has been transferred to the called object,
but before any particular method/constructor
has been called.
an individual method or constructor is invoked.

method call reception
constructor call reception

method execution*
constructor execution*
field get

a field of an object, class or interface is read.

field set

a field of an object or class is set.

exception handler execution*

an exception handler is invoked.

class initialization*

static initializers for a class, if any, are run.

object initialization*

when the dynamic initializers for a class, if any,
are run during object creation.

language features.4 This substantially reduces the complexity of learning to program
with AspectJ.
3.2 Pointcut Designators

A pointcut is a set of join points, plus, optionally, some of the values in the execution
context of those join points. AspectJ includes several primitive pointcut designators.
Programmers can compose these to define anonymous or named user-defined pointcut
designators. Pointcuts are not higher order, nor are pointcut designators parametric.

4

There is one exception to this rule. It is not possible to define before or around advice
on constructor reception or constructor execution join points.

A simple way to think of pointcut designators is in terms of matching certain join
points at runtime. For example, the pointcut designator
receptions(void Point.setX(int))

matches all method call reception join points at which the Java signature of the
method call is void Point.setX(int) Intuitively, this refers to every time a
point receives a call to change its x coordinate. Similarly
receptions(void FigureElement.incrXY(int, int))

intuitively refers to every time any kind of figure element (i.e. an instance of Point
or Line) receives a call to shift a certain distance.
Pointcuts can be combined using and, or and not operators (‘&&’, ‘||’ and ‘!’).
The following compound pointcut designator refers to all receptions of calls to a
Point to change its x or y coordinate.
receptions(void Point.setX(int)) ||
receptions(void Point.setY(int))
Primitive Pointcut Designators

AspectJ includes a variety of primitive pointcut designators that identify join points in
different ways. Some primitive pointcut designators only identify pointcuts of one
kind, for example receptions only matches method call reception join points.
Others match any kind of join points at which a certain property holds. For example,
instanceof(Point) matches all join points at which the currently executing
object (the value of this) is an instance of Point or a subclass of Point.
These two kinds of join point designators can be combined to identify join points
in useful ways. For example:
!instanceof(FigureElement) &&
calls(void FigureElement.incrXY(int, int))

matches all method calls to incrXY that do not come from an object that is a figure
element. This will mean calls that come from an object of another type, as well as
calls that come from static methods.5
The primitive pointcut designators are summarized in Table 2. They are explained
further as they are used in the paper.
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Table 2. Primitive pointcut designators. Any …TypeName position does normal sub-type
matching. Any …id position does matching by string equality. See section 3.9 for information
about more sophisticated wild card matching in these positions

calls(signature)
receptions(signature)
executions(signature)

Matches call/reception/execution join points at which the method or constructor
called matches signature. The syntax of a method signature is:
ResultTypeName RecvrTypeName.meth_id(ParamTypeName, …)

The syntax of a constructor signature is:
NewObjectTypeName.new(ParamTypeName, …)
gets(signature)
gets(signature)[val]
sets(signature)
sets(signature)[oldVal]
sets(signature)[oldVal][newVal]

Matches field get/set join points at which the field accessed matches the signature.
The syntax of a field signature is:
FieldTypeName ObjectTypeName.field_id
handles(ThrowableTypeName)

Matches exception handler execution join points of the specified type.
instanceof(CurrentlyExecutingObjectTypeName)
within(ClassName)
withincode(signature)
Matches join points of any kind at which the currently executing:
- object is of type CurrentlyExecutingObjectTypeName
- code is contained within ClassName
- code is contained within the member defined by the method or constructor
signature
cflow(pointcut_designator)
Matches join points of any kind that occur strictly within the dynamic extent of any
join point matched by pointcut_designator.
callto(pointcut_designator)
Matches method call join points that in one step lead to any reception or execution
join points matched by pointcut_designator.
staticinitializations(TypeName)
initializations(TypeName)
Matches class or object initializations of the specified type.

User-defined Pointcut Designators.

User-defined pointcut designators are defined with the pointcut declaration. The
declaration:
pointcut moves():
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void

FigureElement.incrXY(int, int)) ||
Line.setP1(Point))
||
Line.setP2(Point))
||
Point.setX(int))
||
Point.setY(int));

defines a new pointcut designator, moves(), that identifies whenever a figure
element receives a call of a method that can move it. User-defined pointcut
designators can be used wherever a pointcut designator can appear.
3.3 Advice

Advice is a method-like mechanism used to declare that certain code should execute
at each of the join points in a pointcut. AspectJ supports before, after, and around
advice. Additionally, there are two special cases of after advice, after returning and
after throwing, corresponding to the two ways a sub-computation can return through a
join point. Both before advice and all three kinds of after advice are strictly additive
with respect to the normal computation at the join point. Around advice has the
special capability of selectively preempting the normal computation at the join point.
This advice framework is based on the declarative method combination mechanism in
CLOS [11] (which itself was modeled on the demon methods of Flavors [8, 10, 31]).
Advice declarations define advice by associating a code body with a pointcut, and
a time, relative to each join point in the pointcut, when the code should be executed.
The advice declaration
after(): moves() {
flag = true;
}

defines after advice on the pointcut moves(). The ‘()’ between ‘after’ and the
‘:’ means the advice has no parameters. The effect of this declaration is to ensure that
the flag variable is set to true whenever a figure element finishes handling a move
method call. (The declaration of the variable is shown in the example in Section 3.4.)
A simple model for the behavior of advice is in terms of runtime dispatch. (Section
4 outlines the techniques the compiler uses to ensure that most if not all of the
matching overhead happens at compile time.) Upon arrival at a join point, all advice
in the system are examined to see whether any apply at the join point. Any that do are
collected, ordered according to specificity (described in Section 3.5), and executed as
follows:

1. First, any around advice are run, most-specific first. Within the body of an
around advice, calling proceed() invokes the next most specific piece of
around advice, or, if no around advice remain, goes to the next step.
2. Then all before advice are run, most-specific first.
3. Then the computation associated with the join point proceeds.
4. Execution of after returning and after throwing advice depends on
how the computation in step 3 and prior after returning and after
throwing advice terminate.
• If they terminate normally, all after returning advice are run, least
specific first.
• If they terminate by throwing an exception, all after throwing advice that
match the exception are run, least specific first. (This means after
throwing advice can handle exceptions thrown by less specific after
returning and after throwing advice.)
5. Then all after advice are run, least-specific first.
6. Once all after advice have run, the return value from step 3, if any, is returned to
the innermost call to proceed from step 1, and that piece of around advice
continues running.
7. When the innermost piece of around advice returns, it returns to the surrounding
around advice.
8. When the outermost piece of around advice returns, control continues back from
the join point.
3.4 Aspects

Aspects are modular units of crosscutting implementation. Aspects are defined by
aspect declarations, which have a form similar to that of class declarations. Aspect
declarations may include pointcut declarations, advice declarations, as well as all
other kinds of declarations permitted in class declarations.
The following declaration defines an aspect that implements the behavior of
keeping track of whether a figure element has moved recently. This aspect might be
used by the screen update mechanism to find out whether anything has changed since
the last time the screen was updated. (More sophisticated versions of this aspect will
be presented as the paper proceeds.)
aspect MoveTracking {
static boolean flag = false;
static boolean testAndClear() {
boolean result = flag;
flag = false;
return result;
}

pointcut moves():
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void
receptions(void

FigureElement.incrXY(int, int)) ||
Line.setP1(Point))
||
Line.setP2(Point))
||
Point.setX(int))
||
Point.setY(int));

after(): moves() {
flag = true;
}
}

Advice of an aspect are similar to methods in that they have access to all members of
the class. So in this case the after advice can reference the static variable flag.
Aspect Instances

In AspectJ, the default behavior of non-abstract aspects is to have a single instance.
Advice run in the context of this instance. The aspect declaration accepts a
modifier, called ‘of’ that provides other kinds of aspect instance behavior.
Discussion of this functionality is outside the scope of this paper.
3.5 Aspect Precedence

In general, more than one piece of advice may apply at a join point. The different
advice can come from different aspects or even the same aspect. The relative order in
which such advice executes is well defined. The ordering is based on the fact that
aspects are the primary units of crosscutting functionality. So advice ordering, or
specificity, is resolved with respect to the relative precedence of the aspects in which
the advice is defined.
For two pieces of advice, a1 and a2, defined in aspects A1 and A2 respectively, the
relative specificity is determined as follows:
• If A1 and A2 are the same, whichever piece of advice appears first in that aspect
declaration’s body is more specific. This rule exists because one aspect may need
to define multiple advice that apply at the same join point. This commonly
happens when there are matching before and after advice, but it can also happen
with two pieces of advice of the same kind.
• If A1 directly or indirectly extends A2, then a1 is more specific than a2. This rule is
a natural extension of method overriding rules in OO languages. It supports the
common case where the related advice are defined in aspects that naturally exist
in an extends relationship. (Section 3.8 discusses aspect inheritance and
overriding in more detail.)
• If the declaration of A1 includes a dominates modifier that mentions A2, then a1
is more specific than a2. This rule exists because, in some cases, the programmer
needs to control precedence between aspects that do not exist in an extends
relationship.

• In all other cases the relative specificity between a1 and a2 is undefined.
This is the most common case – two conceptually and semantically independent
aspects define advice that apply at the same join point – and the programmer does
not need to control the relative ordering of such advice.
The following mobility aspect is an example of the use of the dominates modifier.
This simple aspect implements a global flag that freezes all figure elements so that
they cannot move. The aspect works by checking the flag before any move operation,
and simply doing a “quiet abort” of the operation if moves are disabled.
aspect Mobility dominates MoveTracking {
private static boolean enableMoves = true;
static void enableMoves() { enableMoves = true; }
static void disableMoves() { enableMoves = false; }
around() returns void: MoveTracking.moves() {
if ( enableMoves ) {
proceed();
}
}
}

It would not make sense for this aspect to extend MoveTracking, because it
doesn’t define a more specialized version of the move tracking functionality. But it is
essential that it have precedence over MoveTracking, so that it can abort a move
before it gets registered. Note that the code for this aspect shows that one aspect can
refer to a pointcut defined in another aspect in the same way that static fields are
referred to in Java.
3.6 Pointcut Parameters

In many cases it is useful for advice to have access to certain values that are in the
execution context of the join points. For example, a more sophisticated version of the
move tracking aspect might record the specific figure elements that have moved
recently rather than just a single bit saying that some figure element has moved
recently.
AspectJ provides a parameter mechanism that makes it possible for advice to see a
subset of the values in the execution context of join points. This mechanism operates
in both advice and pointcut declarations. In advice declarations values can be passed
from the pointcut designator to the advice. In pointcut declarations values can be
passed from the constituent pointcut designators to the user-defined pointcut
designator. In both cases, the flow of values is from the right of the ‘:’ to the left.
The net effect is that values made available by primitive pointcut designators can be
used in the body of advice.
For example, the following piece of advice has access to both the object receiving
the method call and the argument to that call:

before(Point p, int nval):
receptions(void p.setX(nval)) {
System.out.println(“x value of ” + p +
“ will be set to ” + nval + “.”);
}

The parameter mechanism uses a combination of positional and by-name matching.
The list of parameters to the left of the ‘:’ declares that this piece of advice has two
parameters, of type Point and int, named p and nval respectively. Then, to the
right of the colon, those two parameter names can be used in the same position that a
type name would normally appear to say that the parameter should get the
corresponding value. So, the p and nval in p.setX(nval) mean that the effective
signature is Point.setX(int), and that p should get the object receiving the call,
and nval should get the value of the first argument to the call.
Definition and use of parameters works in a similar way in user-defined pointcuts.
In this code
pointcut incrXYs(FigureElement fe):
receptions(void fe.incrXY(int, int));
after(FigureElement figElt): incrXYs(figElt) {
<‘figElt’ is bound to the figure element here>
}

the pointcut declaration says that incrXYs(FigureElement) exposes a single
parameter, of type FigureElement, and that it is the receiver of the incrXY
method call. The advice declaration says that figElt should be bound to the first
parameter of incrXYs, which is the figure element being moved. Note that the name
of the parameter in the pointcut declaration does not have to be the same as within the
advice declaration.
Values can be exposed from other primitive pointcut designators as well. A
common case is to use instanceof with a parameter to provide access to the object
making a call, as follows:
pointcut gets(Object caller):
instanceof(caller) &&
(calls(int Point.getX())
||
calls(int Point.getY())
||
calls(Point Line.getP1()) ||
calls(Point Line.getP2()));

The primitive pointcut designators expose values as suggested by the naming
convention in Table 2. The RecvrTypeName position in method signatures exposes
the object receiving the method call and so on.
Static Typing of Receiver
In a highly polymorphic pointcut designator like moves, there is no common super
type that accepts all of the method calls in the pointcut (i.e. there is no type that
accepts all of incrXY, setP1, setP2, setX and setY). That means it isn’t
possible to write moves to expose the figure element that is moving by simply

plugging a common parameter into the receiver position of each receptions. One
cannot write something like:
pointcut moves(FigureElement fe):
receptions(void fe.incrXY(int, int)) ||
receptions(void fe.setP1(Point))
||
receptions(void fe.setP2(Point))
||
...

because setP1 is not defined on FigureElement. Instead, the object receiving
the calls must be picked up using instanceof as follows:
pointcut moves(FigureElement fe):
instanceof(fe) &&
(receptions(void FigureElement.incrXY(int, int)) ||
receptions(void Line.setP1(Point))
||
receptions(void Line.setP2(Point))
||
receptions(void Point.setX(int))
||
receptions(void Point.setY(int)));
Access to Return Values
In some cases, after returning advice may want to access the value being
returned through the join point. This is done with special syntax, to make it clear that
the return value is only present in after returning advice:
after(Point p) returning (int x):
receptions(int p.getX()) {
System.out.println(p + “ returned ” +
x + “ from getX().”);
}
Parameters and proceed
Within an around advice that has parameters, proceed accepts parameters with
the same signature as the around advice itself. Calling proceed with different
actual values for those parameters will cause all remaining advice and the rest of the
computation to see the new values. This can be used to implement advice that does
pre-processing on the values as follows:
around(int nv) returns void:
receptions(void Point.setX(nv)) ||
receptions(void Point.setY(nv)) {
proceed(Math.max(0, nv));
}

The effect of this advice is to ensure that any method call to change the x or y
coordinate of a point has its parameter clipped to greater than zero before the change
proceeds.

3.7 Reflective Access to Join Point

To make certain kinds of advice easier to write, AspectJ provides simple reflective
access to information about the current join point. Within the body of an advice
declaration, the special variable thisJoinPoint is bound to an object representing
the current join point. The join point object provides information common to all join
points, such as what kind of join point it is and the signature of the surrounding
method. It also provides information specific to each kind of join point, i.e. a field
reference join point provides access to the field signature.
3.8 Inheritance and Overriding of Advice and Pointcuts

To support aspect-libraries, AspectJ provides a simple mechanism of pointcut
overriding and advice inheritance. To use this mechanism a programmer defines an
abstract aspect, with one or more abstract pointcuts, and with advice on the
pointcut(s). This, then, is a kind of library aspect that can be parameterized by aspects
that extend it. For example, the following defines a simple library of tracing
functionality.
abstract aspect SimpleTracing {
abstract pointcut tracePoints();
before(): tracePoints() {
printMessage(“Entering”, thisJoinPoint);
}
after(): tracePoints() {
printMessage(“Exiting”, thisJoinPoint);
}
void printMessage(String when, JoinPoint tjp) {
code to print an informative message
using information from the join point
}
}

Using the library aspect in a specific situation just requires extending the aspect
and supplying a concrete definition for the abstract pointcut.
aspect IncrXYTracing extends SimpleTracing {
pointcut tracePoints():
receptions(void FigureElement.incrXY(int, int));
}

Making the abstract pointcut concrete in the sub-aspect has the effect of inheriting the
advice declaration from the super-aspect into the sub-aspect. If the sub-aspect
includes a dominates modifier, that modifier affects the precedence of the inherited
advice.

3.9 Property-Based Crosscutting

The pointcuts presented above are all defined in terms of an explicit enumeration of
method signatures. Although this is appropriate in many cases, we have found that it
is useful to be able to define a pointcut by means of certain other properties of join
points. To enable such property-based crosscutting, AspectJ includes two kinds of
features, wildcarding in pointcut designators and control-flow based pointcut
designators.
Wildcarding in Pointcut Designators. AspectJ includes a very simple wildcarding
mechanism in pointcut designators. Examples of what this mechanism allows the
programmer to say are:
• receptions(* Point.*(..))
matches receptions of calls to any method defined on the class Point (i.e.
incrXY(int, int), getX(), getY(), setX(int), setY(int)).6
• receptions(Point.new(..))
matches receptions of calls to any constructor for an object of type Point (i.e. the
Point(int, int) constructor).
• receptions(public * com.xerox.scanner.*.*(..))
matches receptions of calls to any public method defined on any type in the
com.xerox.scanner package.
• receptions(* Point.get*())
matches receptions of calls to any method defined on Point for which the the id
starts with get and which accepts zero arguments – i.e. the nullary getters getX()
and getY()
Control-Flow Based Crosscutting. AspectJ also includes two primitive pointcut
designators that allow picking out join points based on whether they are in a particular
control-flow relationship with other join points. In order to do this, these designators
differ from others in that they accept pointcut designators as parameters.
The cflow(pcd) pointcut designator matches all join points that are strictly
within the dynamic extent of the join points matched by pcd. The points matched by
pcd itself are not matched by cflow(pcd). A canonical use of cflow is to
distinguish between top-level versus recursive calls of a method. So, for example,
pointcut moves(FigureElement fe): <as above>;
pointcut topLevelMoves(FigureElement fe):
moves(fe) && !cflow(moves(FigureElement));
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This will also match calls to methods defined in the class Object. If the programmer
explicitly wants to exclude these they could write: receptions(* Point.*(..)) &&
!receptions(* Object.*(..)).

The definition of topLevelMoves reads as any join point matched by moves, but
not within the control flow of moves. In other words, if the move operation invokes
another move operation recursively, that recursive operation will not be matched.

4

Implementation

This section briefly outlines the current language implementation.
The main work of any AOP language implementation is to ensure that aspect and
non-aspect code run together in a properly coordinated fashion. This coordination
process is called aspect weaving and involves making sure that applicable advice runs
at the appropriate join points. As is the case with most other language features, aspect
weaving can be done by a special pre-processor [7], during compilation, by a postcompile processor [14], at load time, as part of the virtual machine, using residual
runtime instructions, or using some combination of these approaches.
The AspectJ language design strives to be silent on the issue of when aspect
weaving should be done. We provide a compiler-based implementation of the
language that does almost all weaving work at compile-time. This exposes as many
programming errors as possible at compile time and avoids unnecessary runtime
overhead. Certain special cases of advice involve residual dispatch overhead at
runtime.
The compiler uses a pay-as-you-go implementation strategy. Any parts of the
program that are unaffected by advice are compiled just as they would be by a
standard Java compiler.
The compiler transforms the source program in three ways: the body of every
advice declaration is compiled into a standard method, parts of the program where
advice applies are transformed to insert static points corresponding to the dynamic
join points, and code to implement any residual dynamic dispatch is inserted at those
static points.
4.1 Compilation of Advice Bodies

Every before or after advice body is compiled into a standard method and the advice
is run by a call to the method from appropriate points in the code. This potentially
means that the use of advice will add the overhead of a single method-call. But, these
methods are always either static or final, so they can easily be inlined by most JVMs
[11]. This means there should generally be no observable performance overhead from
these additional method calls.
An around advice body is compiled into one method body for each corresponding
static point in the code. This allows us to pass the needed state for the around
efficiently on the call-stack and to implement the proceed statement without
needing to use Java’s reflection mechanisms. This implementation strategy trades an
increase in bytecode size for significantly reduced runtime overhead.

4.2 Corresponding Method

The compiler transforms the source program into a form in which there is an explicit
corresponding method for each dynamic join point that might have advice at runtime.
This transformation is only performed for join points that might have advice, not all
join points. So, for example, in a program that has advice on the pointcut designated
by gets(int Point._x), the compiler would transform references of the form
p._x, where p is a Point, to Point.$jp$0$(p), and add the following method
to the class Point:
private static int $jp$0(Point obj) {
return obj._x;
}

Once this corresponding method has been generated, before and after advice
are implemented by making the corresponding method call the advice methods, as
needed.
There are many cases, including this one, where the compiler will add additional
method calls in order to create corresponding methods. This happens for method call,
method call reception and field access join points. Extra method calls are also added
as part of the implementation strategy for around advice. The overhead of these
methods is small in any JVM, and again since they are all static or final, they will be
optimized away by good JVMs. We expect a future version of the AspectJ compiler to
provide optimizing modes that will eliminate some of these minor overheads.
4.3 Dynamic Dispatch

The use of certain pointcut designators, like cflow, callsto, and
instanceof, can require a run-time test to determine whether a particular
corresponding method actually matches a particular join point designator. In such
cases, the corresponding method includes residual testing code that guards the
execution of the advice. This overhead is relatively small.
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Tool Support

Fig. 3. A portion of the screen when using the AJDE extension to JBuilder 4. The main
window on the right shows the code for the class Point. The structure view on the left
shows the class Point, and shows that setX, setY and incrXY are all crosscut by
advice; setX is further expanded to show what advice crosscuts it. The user can click on the
advice to jump there.

In object-oriented programming, development tools typically allow the programmer
to easily browse the class structure of their programs. Such support enables the
programmer to see the inheritance and overriding structure in their program, as well
as seeing compact representations of the contents of individual classes [13, 18, 23].
For AspectJ, we are developing analogous support for browsing aspect structure.
This enables the programmer to see the crosscutting structure in their programs. It
works by showing a bi-directional coupling between aspects (and their advice), and
the classes (and their members) that the advice affect. Figure 3 shows one of the
extensions we have made to JBuilder 4. This extension to the structure view tool
allows the programmer to easily see a summary of all the crosscutting affecting the
class Point. If the structure view window is focused on an aspect, it will show all the
targets of that aspect’s advice.
A second kind of environment extension provides a more light-weight reminder of
the aspect structure. This extension works by annotating the source code, as seen in
the editor, with an indication of whether aspects crosscut that code. Figure 4 shows
how we have extended emacs with this functionality. The automatically generated
annotations name the aspects that crosscut the method. A keystroke command can be
used to pop up a menu of the advice, choose one, and jump to it.
We currently support AspectJ-aware extensions to emacs, JBuilder and Forte for
Java. Additional tool support includes debugger extensions to understand that advice,
display it correctly on the stack etc., as well as extensions to Javadoc [17] to make it
understand crosscutting structure and generate appropriate hyper-links etc.

Fig. 4. A portion of the screen when using the AspectJ-aware extension to emacs. The text in
[Square Brackets] following the method declarations is automatically generated, and serves to
remind the programmer of the aspects that crosscut the method.

All of these extensions work by consulting a database that is maintained by the
compiler. Once the API stabilizes, we intend to make it public so that others can
develop tools that use it as well.

6

Understanding Crosscutting Structure

One of the most important questions we must answer is how easy is it to program
with AspectJ. In particular, is crosscutting structure, implemented with AspectJ,
something that appears easy to understand and work with? We do not yet have
enough experience to say for sure, but our experience to date suggests that the answer
is yes.
6.1 Modular, Concise and Explicit

Consider the following simple aspect, which is not part of the figure editor example.
This aspect implements a simple error logging functionality, in which every public
method defined on any type in the com.xerox.printers package logs any errors
it throws back to its caller.

aspect SimpleErrorLogging {
Log log = new Log();
pointcut publicEntries():
receptions(public * com.xerox.printers.*.*(..));
after() throwing (Error e): publicEntries() {
log.write(e);
}
}This aspect appears to be better than the plain Java implementation of the same
functionality in several ways:
• The aspect is more modular. In the ordinary Java implementation, code for this
aspect would be spread across every public method.
• The aspect is more concise. In the plain Java version something like six lines of
code would be added to each public method to wrap the body in a “try…
catch…” statement.
• The aspect is more explicit. In this code, the structural invariant underlying the
crosscutting is clear. A quick look at the code is all it takes to understand that all
the public methods defined in the com.xerox.printers package should do
error logging.

Consider a program maintenance scenario in which a programmer must work with
a system with this kind of functionality. In the plain Java implementation, the
programmer would discover the logging code one method at a time. After seeing
several such methods the programmer might guess that logging was being done by all
public methods of that class or perhaps even the package. But they would have to
make careful use of a tool like grep to be sure. And of course they might not even
make this guess.
In the AspectJ implementation, every public method would carry an annotation,
similar to that in Figures 3 and 4, so that when the programmer look at the first public
method they would see an annotation, something like that in Figures 3 and 4, which
would tell them that the method was crosscut by the SimpleErrorLogging
aspect. They could quickly go to the aspect, read the ten lines of code, and understand
the intent of the code. The structural invariant underlying the functionality – that all
public methods must log – would be clear and enforced.
Aspects that use explicit enumeration of method signatures can also be more
modular, concise and explicit than their plain Java counterparts. Consider the now
familiar moves pointcut:
pointcut moves(FigureElement fe):
instanceof(fe) &&
(receptions(void FigureElement.incrXY(int, int)) ||
receptions(void Line.setP1(Point))
||
receptions(void Line.setP2(Point))
||
receptions(void Point.setX(int))
||
receptions(void Point.setY(int)));

Even though this pointcut is enumeration rather than property-based, putting the
complete set of method signatures in a single place makes the crosscutting structure

explicit and clear. When reading the MoveTracking aspect it is easy to tell what
invariant it preserves – whenever something moves it records that fact. Writing the
Mobility aspect in terms of MoveTracking.moves, makes it clear that multiple
aspects of the implementation crosscut all the move operations. The IDE support
ensures that when we happen to be looking at the setX method for Point, we see
that Mobility and MoveTracking crosscut there. Navigating to either aspect will
show their structure and the fact that Mobility is defined in terms of
MoveTracking.
This clarity is preserved when enumeration-based crosscutting is used together
with property-based crosscutting. This is evident in the topLevelMoves pointcut.
pointcut topLevelMoves(FigureElement fe):
moves(fe) && !cflow(moves(FigureElement));

Our experience is that the cflow pointcut designator takes only a short while for
people learning AspectJ to learn, and once they do so, they find it quite easy to
understand this code. It is certainly much easier than to understand what is going on
from the middle of the classic tangled implementation of this functionality.
Clear explicit crosscutting structure can come from the way multiple advice
declarations interact as well. In the SimpleTracing aspect of Section 3.8, there
are two advice declarations:
before(): tracePoints() {
printMessage(“Entering”, thisJoinPoint);
}
after(): tracePoints() {
printMessage(“Exiting”, thisJoinPoint);
}

Even without knowing what join points tracePoints will match, we
understand something important about the structure of this code – the entering and
exiting messages happen in pairs, on the way into and back out of join points matched
by tracePoints.
6.2 The Role of IDE Technology

IDE technology plays an important role in these scenarios. In the course of preparing
the paper we encountered a bug in which MoveTracking and Mobility had
inconsistent moves pointcuts. The bug was immediately apparent, because the
environment showed numerous methods tagged with the Mobility and
MoveTracking aspects and one method tagged with just MoveTracking.
Because it is now standard practice for OO programmers to use some kind of IDE
support and because it is so easy to incorporate AspectJ support into an IDE, we
believe it is reasonable to expect programmers to have IDE support available for such
scenarios.
The ability of the IDE to present the structure of the program depends on the
degree to which the code declaratively captures that structure. OO IDEs do a good job
of presenting inheritance structure because code in OO programming languages

captures inheritance explicitly. The AspectJ IDE support works well because code in
AspectJ captures crosscutting explicitly.
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Related Work

In earlier work we proposed aspect-oriented programming [24] and presented three
examples of domain-specific [1] AOP languages [5] that we had developed. AspectJ
differs from those three systems in that it is a general-purpose language, it is
integrated with Java, it has a dynamic join point model, and we are developing a full
compiler, rather than just a pre-processor.
7.1 Other Work in AOP

Adaptive Programming [27] provides a special-purpose declarative language for
writing class structure traversal specifications. Using this language prevents
knowledge of the complete class structure from becoming tangled throughout the
code. Adaptive Components [36] build on adaptive programming by using similar
graph-language techniques to allow flexible linking of aspectual components and
classes. This makes aspectual components reusable. AspectJ supports reusable aspects
using the pointcut-overriding and advice-inheritance mechanism, neither of which
requires a special graph language.
Composition Filters [28] wrap objects inside of filters that operate on the messages
the objects receive. The filters have crosscutting access to the messages received by
an object. But attachment of filters to objects is done as part of class definitions, so
composition filters are less well suited than AspectJ for crosscuts that involve more
than one class.
De Volder has proposed a logic meta-programming (LMP) approach that can serve
as kind of an AOP language toolkit [32, 33]. In this approach, the equivalent of our
pointcut designators use logical queries to specify crosscuts. This approach can take
advantage of unification to define parametric pointcut designators. It supports higherorder pointcut designators as well. We have considered extending AspectJ with this
kind of power, but have decided not to do so, in order to keep the language simpler
and easier for Java developers to learn quickly. We may re-consider this issue in
release 2.0 or later; we believe the current pointcut designator syntax leaves us room
to do so in an upward compatible way.
7.2 Multi-Dimensional Separation of Concerns

Subject-oriented programming is a means for composing and integrating disparate
class hierarchies (subjects), each of which might represent different concerns [9].
More recent work on multi-dimensional separation of concerns (MDSOC) [2, 19] is
intended to separate concerns along multiple dimensions at once. Hyper/J [15] is a
specific proposal for MDSOC. Hyper/J works by having the programmer write two
kinds of meta-declarations: The first describes how to slice concerns out of a set of

classes; the second describes how to re-compose those concerns into a new program.
Hyper/J has the potential to slice a concern out of code without re-factoring the
classes. By comparison, in AspectJ the separation of crosscutting concerns is done in
the original code, by writing it as an aspect. We believe re-factoring the code with an
aspect will be easier to maintain than slicing concerns out, but it is too soon to know.
7.3 Reflection

Computational reflection [19-22, 26, 38] enables crosscutting programs. For example,
it is possible to write a small piece of meta-code that runs for all methods. Smalltalk76 included meta-level functionality [12]. CommonLoops and 3-KRS proposed
different meta-level architectures for OO languages [3] PCL provided the first
efficient metaobject-protocol [25]. Much of the research in reflection has explored
varying the meta-level architecture to support different kinds of crosscutting [2] and
to achieve flexibility without sacrificing performance [34].
With the exception of reflective access to thisJoinPoint, AspectJ has been
designed so that the semantics of advice is not a meta-programming nor a reflective
semantics. In particular, AspectJ the identifiers in pointcut designators do not refer to
program representation or interpreter state – they do not involve reification.
7.4 Object-Oriented Programming

Flavors [35], New Flavors [37], CommonLoops [16] and CLOS [34] all support
multiple-inheritance, declarative method combination and open classes. C++ supports
multiple inheritance [35]. While AspectJ includes elements of these, AspectJ also
provides more powerful and modular support for crosscutting than can be achieved
with these features.
Declarative method combination, as in the CLOS line of languages, is not
sufficient for AOP, because it lacks the pointcut mechanisms that enable crosscutting.
Ordinary multiple-inheritance (MI) is not sufficient for AOP for two reasons. First,
a single aspect can include advice for all the different participants in a multi-class
interaction. Using MI, a separate mixin-class must be defined for each participant
class. Second, aspects work by reverse-inheritance – the aspect declares what classes
it should affect rather than vice-versa. This means that adding or removing aspects
from the system does not require editing affected class definitions.
Completely unstructured open classes, as in CLOS and its ancestors, enable some
degree of crosscutting modularity, but they do so in a totally unstructured way. In
AspectJ, classes and aspects are modular units, even if an aspect can crosscut classes.7
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Flavors, New Flavors and CLOS use the Common Lisp module system, called the package
system. It is typically used in only very coarse-grained ways, certainly not at the level of
single classes as in Java, and usually not even at the level of single packages in Java.

7.5 Other Work

Walker and Murphy have proposed a system based on implicit context that is also
intended to improve separation of concerns [37]. Implicit context is similar to AspectJ
in that the separation is made explicit in the source code. But it differs from AspectJ
in that it provides reflective access to the entire call history of a system. Thus explicit
context can reason about a wider dynamic context than is possible with cflow.
AspectJ programmers could write aspects to manually gather call history information
and thereby duplicate some explicit context functionality.
Implicit parameters provide dynamically scoped variables within a statically typed
Hinley Milner framework [16]. Implicit parameters are lexically distinct from regular
identifiers, and are bound by a special construct whose scope is dynamic, rather than
static as with let. Implicit parameters have some of the power of using cflow to pass
dynamic context. Implicit parameters are more powerful, in that the binding they
create can be set from any reference site. But they do not have explicit crosscutting
modularity support because references to the parameter are still spread throughout the
code. Many implementations of Scheme provide the fluid-let construct that
dynamically binds variables by side-effect, and then re-instates the previous binding
after evaluation of the body is completed.

8 Future Work
We plan to use AspectJ as the basis of an empirical assessment of aspect-oriented
programming. We want to develop a real AOP user community, and work with them
to understand the practical effects of AOP. Our main focus now is building up and
supporting the user community. To enable this, we are focusing on fine-tuning the
language design and improving the quality of the compiler, IDE extensions and
documentation.
The compiler has three main limitations that we are currently working on: it uses
javac as a back-end rather than generating class files directly; it requires access to all
the source code for the system; and it performs a full recompilation whenever any part
of the user program changes. We believe we know how to build an incremental
compiler that will perform reasonably well on modestly large systems, but fast
incremental compilation for a language like AspectJ is definitely an area for future
research.
In the tools area, we plan to support more IDEs. We will also make a crosscutting
structure browsing API that will allow others to develop tools that understand AspectJ
code. Our existing navigation model doesn’t capture the structure of cflow
pointcuts as well as we would like, so this will also be an area for future work.
Beyond the 1.0 release we plan to explore new kinds of pointcut designators based
on dataflow properties of the program. Our goal with this functionality, which we call
dflow, is to be able to capture crosscuts such as the extent of a value and control
boundary crossings.
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Summary

AspectJ is a seamless aspect-oriented extension to Java. Programming with AspectJ
feels like a small extension of programming with Java. AspectJ programs are largely
ordinary Java programs in which we use ordinary Java for class-like modularity, and
use aspects to implement crosscutting modularity.
Implementing crosscutting concerns using AspectJ benefits in three ways over a
plain Java implementation of the same functionality: the implementation is more
modular and concise; the structure of the crosscutting is captured in a more explicit
form; and because of the first two properties, programming environment tools can
help the programmer navigate and understand that structure.
Looking forward, our goal is to work with the AspectJ user community to assess
the benefits of using aspect-oriented programming, in more complex systems as well
as to continue to explore language design, methodological and other issues.
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